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Lesson 23: Hadith 19 - Part II 

The Counsel to Ibn Abbas
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Hadith 19:  
The Counsel to Ibn Abbas
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Be mindful of Allah… 

Main lessons from last 
lesson? 
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Last Lesson 3

Hadith 19

Ibn Abbas relates… that the 
Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم said: 

“O youth! I will teach you some 
words: Be mindful of Allah, and 

Allah will be mindful of you. 
Remain mindful of Allah, and you 

will find Him before you…
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Asking Allah 

Relying on Allah 

Benefit & Harm 

Patience & Success 

Spiritual Attainment 
& Divine Oneness
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This Lesson 5

Hadith 19 (II)

If you ask, ask Allah. If you seek 
assistance, seek Allah’s assistance. 

Know that if all people gathered to 
benefit you in a matter, they would not 

benefit you except in what Allah has 
written for you. And if they gathered 
to harm you in a matter, they would 

not harm you except in what Allah has 
written against you. The Pens have 
lifted, and the Books have dried.”
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Hadith 19 (III)

In other than Tirmidhi: “Be mindful 
of Allah, and you will find Him in 
front of you. Get to know Allah in 

ease, and He will know you in 
hardship. Know that what missed 

you was never going to hit, and 
what hit you was never going to 

miss. Know that victory comes with 
patience; relief comes with distress; 
and that with difficulty comes ease.”
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Lesson Six: Ask Allah alone

“If you ask, ask Allah” 

Allah as Absolute Giver 

None Able, Giving, Favouring but 
Him 

Consequence of Tawhid
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Seven: Key Adab of Asking

(1) Trust and Reliance 

(2) Certitude 

(3) Humility and Neediness 

(4) Taking the means 

Allah loves to be asked—and hates 
not being asked
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Lesson Eight: If you rely…

If you seek assistance, seek Allah’s 
assistance.  

What is ‘assistance’ الإعانة ? 

The Absolute and the relative 

The Fatiha statement 

Reality of: La hawla wa la quwwata illa 
billah
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Nine: People can’t benefit nor harm
“Know that if all people gathered to 

benefit you in a matter, they would not 
benefit you except in what Allah has 

written for you. And if they gathered to 
harm you in a matter, they would not 

harm you except in what Allah has 
written against you…” 

What Oneness entails 

Destiny and Decree
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Lesson 10: True Cause and Effect 

Allah is the Sole Effector in 
Existence 

Source of Benefit and Harm 

 النافع الضّار 

‘Turning away’ from others 

The Abrahamic way
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11: The Pen Has Lifted

“The Pens have lifted, and the 
Books have dried.” 

The Preserved Tablet اللوح المحفوظ 

Wisdom and Consequence 

Nun and the Pen
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12: Responsibility and Destiny
Decree (qada’): What Allah specified in Eternity with His Will, in 

accordance to His Knowledge 

Destiny (qadar): What Allah creates in time with His Power, in 
accordance to His Will 

Human choice (ikhtiyar): Directing our contingent will and power, 
towards good or bad—acquiring (kasb) reward or sin thereby.
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13: Responsibility and Freedom

Principles: 

(1) We affirm both absolute Divine Decree and relative human choice
—both affirmed by Revelation and confirmed by reason 

(2) Allah Decreed what He knew we would choose—Allah exists 
beyond time 

Consequence: (1) Rely on Allah, your Lord; (2) Seek from Allah, by 
Allah; (3) Take the means as servant
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The Second Narration of the Hadith 
The Counsel to Ibn Abbas
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14: Finding Allah

“Be mindful of Allah, and you will 
find Him in front of you.  

This narration 

Reaffirmation. 

Here, explicit
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15: Knowing Allah in Ease

“Get to know Allah in ease, and He 
will know you in hardship.”  

Means:  

(1) Consistency in Turning 

(2) Maintaining neediness (iftiqar) 
and gratitude (shukr) in ease 

Three stuck in a cave…
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16: Levels of Knowing Allah
Servant’s Knowing Allah: 

General: Affirmation and Faith 

Elect: Turning, Intimacy, and 
Beholding 

Allah’s Knowing Servant: 

General: Encompassing Knowledge 

Elect: Love, Drawing Close, 
Answering, Assisting
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17: What His Wasn’t Going to Miss

Know that what missed you was 
never going to hit, and what hit you 

was never going to miss.  

Consequence: don’t second-guess 

All you have is your choices—
positive attitude 

Consigning (tafwid) التفويض
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18: Essence of the Counsel
Essence of the Counsel:  

{You Alone we adore, and You 
Alone we rely upon} 

Knowing Allah in His Attributes of 
Lordship and Majesty—beholding 

thereby His Beauty 

Contentment (rida) in all states—
higher than mere patience (sabr)
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19: Keys of Success: Victory with Patience

“Know that victory comes with 
patience…”  

Trials are a purpose of life—promised 

Righteous are tried 

Success is built on steadfast patience 
(sabr) 

The Greater Jihad: Striving against 
one’s caprice…
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20: Keys of Success: Relief with Trials
“Relief comes with distress; and that 

with difficulty comes ease.” 

Requires: 

(1) Good opinion of Allah 

(2) Knowing Allah’s Attributes of 
Beauty 

(3) Good company 

(4) Hope and Fear in Him
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21: Keys of Success: Victory with Patience

“… With difficulty comes ease.” 

Righteous are tried 

Seeing ease in the difficulty: means 
of easing closeness to Allah 

Seeing ease after the difficulty: the 
consequent ease
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22: Sufficiency in Allah

Reality of Reliance 

{And whoever places their trust in 
Allah, Allah is their sufficiency} 

Qur’an, 65:3
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Be with Allah 
You’ll find Him with you
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